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Mitochondrial dysfunctions that were not discovered during preclinical and clinical testing
have been responsible for at least restriction of use as far as withdrawal of many drugs. To
solve mitochondrial machinery complexity, integrative methodologies combining different
data, coupled or not to mathematic modelling into systems biology, could represent a
strategic way but are still very hard to implement. These technologies should be accurate
and precise to avoid accumulation of errors that can lead to misinterpretations, and then
alter prediction efficiency. To address such issue, we have developed a versatile functional
energy metabolism platform that can measure quantitatively, in parallel, with a very high
precision and accuracy, a high number of biological parameters like substrates or enzyme
cascade activities in essential metabolism units (glycolysis, respiratory chain ATP
production, oxidative stress...) Its versatility (our platform works on either cell lines or
small animals and human samples) allows cell metabolism pathways fine tuning
comparison from preclinical to clinical studies. Applied here to OXPHOS and/or
oxidative stress as an example, it allows discriminating compounds with acute toxic
effects but, most importantly, those inducing low noise chronic ones.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, in the field of pharmaco-toxicology, early discovery impairments of adverse
effects such as mitochondrial dysfunctions have generated late drug attrition (Nadanaciva and Will,
2011a). As understanding mitochondrial behaviour remains extremely complex and because
mitochondrial insults can occur through still unknown mechanisms, it is not surprising that
mitochondrial metabolism has often been found to be a target of drug induced toxicity
(Nadanaciva and Will, 2011b). Mitochondria produce most of the ATP used by mammalian
cells through oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). OXPHOS represents a functional unit
located in the inner mitochondrial membrane combining electron transport chain (ETC)
through its four complexes (I-IV) and ATP synthesis (Hüttemann et al., 2007). TCA cycle
NADH and FADH2 electrons are accepted by ETC complex I or II then transferred to
complexes III and IV and later to oxygen. This electron transfer along ETC is coupled with
proton transport across mitochondrial inner membrane, establishing the electrochemical gradient
that allows ATP generation through complex V (Sherratt, 1991). Mitochondria continuously
function to metabolize oxygen and generate superoxide radical and subsequently other reactive
oxygen species (ROS) mostly at complex I and III (Chance et al., 1979; Richter et al., 1988; Murphy,
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2009). It has been measured that 1–4% of oxygen reacting with
ETC is incompletely reduced to ROS (Barja, 1999). This ROS
overproduction damages mitochondrial proteins, alters
mitochondrial membrane permeability, disrupts mitochondrial
calcium homeostasis, induces mitochondrial DNA mutations,
leading to interruption of mitochondrial essential function
such as ATP production (James and Murphy, 2002; Endlicher
et al., 2009). Thus, global free radical production level is likely to
guide mitochondria metabolic efficiency (Kramer and Nowak,
1988; Krähenbühl et al., 1994). These ROS deleterious effects are
normally counterbalanced by efficient mitochondrial antioxidant
defence driven by either enzymatic or non-enzymatic
mechanisms (Krähenbühl et al., 1996). When ROS/antioxidant
balance is disrupted, every cellular biological system will suffer
oxidative stress (OS) that overwhelm mitochondria and damage
other cellular components (lipids, proteins, DNA...) thus
generating global functional impairment leading to cellular
dysfunction then cytotoxicity (Dröge, 2002). This intricate
metabolism between ROS generation and ETC function in
mitochondria explains why most of mitochondrial
dysfunctions (a common term that includes alteration of
different metabolic pathways and damage to mitochondrial
components) and impaired bioenergetics are strongly
implicated in the aging process (Finkel et al., 2000; Short
et al., 2005) and the pathogenesis of many chronic illnesses
[from metabolic diseases (Bhatti et al., 2017) to various
disorders including cancer (Yin et al., 2012; Iommarini et al.,
2017), insulin resistance (Houstis et al., 2006; Rocha et al., 2013)
and diabetes (Parish and Petersen, 2005; Blake and Trounce,
2014), atherosclerosis (Madamanchi and Runge, 2007), cardiac
(Ide et al., 1999; Le Chen and Knowlton, 2011; Ong et al., 2013)
and neurodegenerative illnesses (Reddy, 2006; Reddy, 2008; Itoh
et al., 2013; Misrani et al., 2021)]. In most cases, there are only
subtle metabolic or enzymatic variations that will be indicative of
mitochondrial dysfunction. Therefore, it makes sense to combine
sensitive ETC analysis with OS evaluation to get an overview of
mitochondrial function especially in mitochondrial-dependent
diseases.

To address such intricate issues, only an integrative approach
combining different data could represent a strategic way to solve
mitochondrial machinery complexity. Such integrative methods
are very hard to develop. The technological development of large-
scale analysis of genes (genomics), transcripts (transcriptomics),
proteins (proteomics) and more recently small metabolites
(metabolomics), all referred to the neologism “omics” has been
thought to be an interesting tool to understand complex cellular
mechanisms and thus find out innovative and active drugs. By
generating huge files of data, these techniques were supposed to
provide sufficient information to break the gap between genotype
and phenotype (Karczewski and Snyder, 2018). Thus, it would be
possible to get a holistic overview of cells global operating and
even individual networks. For that purpose, statistics and
bioinformatics have developed a number of novel
methodologies to efficiently process, analyse, integrate and
interpret “omics” data (Pesce et al., 2013; Fondi and Liò, 2015;
Van Assche et al., 2015; Zapalska-Sozoniuk et al., 2019) that could
drive the discovery of new important therapeutic targets that

direct development of specific and efficient compounds
addressing them (Iskar et al., 2012; Leung et al., 2013). Aside
Pharma industry, they were supposed to be massively used in
clinical laboratories to discover and then apply new useful
biomarkers in either pathologies diagnosis or drug
management as companion tests (Strunz et al., 2016).
However, “omics” usefulness, either used alone or combined
with system biology, remains controversial (Ein-Dor et al.,
2006; Lay et al., 2006a; Lay et al., 2006b; Ghosh and Poisson,
2009; Ioannidis, 2010; Sung et al., 2012) and are still limited to
research only and not yet used for patient’s health management.
A few “omics” protocols have been applied to ETC/OS
explorations but are still unable to be used in clinical handling
of mitochondrial diseases (Go et al., 2018; Rahman and Rahman,
2018). Indeed, to reach clinical biology criteria, two major points
should be considered:

- The first one concerns quantification as an important issue.
Whereas random biological errors could not be
circumvented, introducing errors at the beginning of the
process and accumulating such errors at each step of
aggregating data will unavoidably distort mathematic
model calculations (Figure 1). As both accuracy and
precision of multi-step biological measurement procedures
are always the sum of many different elementary errors
resulting from either systematic or stochastic influences,
integration of results suffering error accumulation would
possibly generate false predictions. In a simple comparison
system where large difference between two studied cases is
expected, even if systematic and stochastic errors do occur, it
will be still possible to draw up true concluding remarks. In a
complex system in which differences can range within a few
percent, no clear answer or no answer at all would be made.
This adverse error propagation can be approximated by
statistical calculations but unfortunately is rarely
performed (Figure 1) (Moseley, 2013; Noack and
Wiechert, 2014). If these results are sustained by
economic considerations, like in the field of drug
discovery, or by vital ones, in the medical field, availability
of accurate quantitative methods looks like a mandatory
challenge.

- The second one concerns measurement reproducibility
(Perng and Aslibekyan, 2020). A survey published
approximately two years ago reported that more than
70% of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce
another scientist’s measurement (Baker, 2016). This is
quite impossible in clinical biology as reproducibility of
results is mandatory and mainly the consequence of low CV
% (either intra- or inter-assays CV%) of automated devices
that display sufficient power to significantly detect tiny
variations (Figure 2). In contrast, high CVs have low
power to detect small-scale differences and, the only way
to increase power with high CVs techniques relies in
increasing the number of replicates. Using tests with the
least inherent variability will induce the least replication and
thus will be the most cost-effective (for example, in every
clinical biochemistry laboratory in the world, blood
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measurement of every parameter is only performed once
as test CV% are very low). Developing the lowest CV%
techniques in research or in drug development strategies
will increase confidence in data. Study results will then
be considered with the most attention and avoid
criticisms.

We report here, as a significant example, the development of a
robust and accurate system to evaluate in a combined fashion either
mitochondrial function or subsequent OS in different situations
(cell culture, tissues, blood samples). This system, based on the use
of a multiparametric analyzer (normally devoted to clinical
biochemistry laboratories) allows to measure a panel of several
ETC (complexes I to V) and OS (SOD1,2, GPX, Catalase,
Glutathione reductase) markers on a unique sample. Every test is
performed in parallel with high precision, without any bias due to

either inter-experiments variability or sample degradation. This
measurement method not only allows to precisely evaluate in
parallel on number of samples both mitochondrial function and
OS involvement in an integrative way, but it also allows comparing
drug effects in a dynamic fashion. Because of its versatility, it can be
used not only in heath management of patients but also in research
on cell culture and animal testing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Reagents
All chemicals purchased from Sigma. RPMI-1640 media were
purchased from Gibco/ThermoFischer. Penicillin-Streptomycin
solution (100x) and 1x PBS were purchased from Corning.
Standard cell media was made by adding 10% serum (either

FIGURE 1 | Error definitions and propagation.
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FCS or DC-FCS) to 500 ml RPMI-1640, together with pen/strep
and L-glutamine (ThermoFischer).

Cell Culture and Harvest
VCaP and PC3 prostate cancer (CaP) cell lines were purchased
from ATCC, PNT1A from Sigma and were routinely maintained
in RPMI medium containing 1 g/L glucose and supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum. PNT1A is an SV40 immortalized cell
line, derived from normal prostate, mimicking normal epithelial
prostate cells. VCaP cell line has been derived from CaP patient
lumbar vertebral metastases, and behaves as a classical androgen-
sensitive prostate adenocarcinoma cell line. PC3 cell line derived
from bone metastasis of grade IV CaP patient, and is no more
responsive to androgens, glucocorticoids or fibroblast growth
factors.

Cells were scraped using rubber policeman then washed two
times with cold PBS (Trypsin was avoided as it generates cellular

stress). Cell suspension was then centrifuged at 400 g for 5min. After
careful supernatant withdrawing, cell pellet was snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen and kept at −80°C. Before treatment, the resulting pellet was
resuspended in 20mmol/L phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) then
homogenized on ice in a Bandelin Sonoplus ultrasonic
homogenizer for 20 s at 30% power. An aliquot was immediately
collected on 2% metaphosphoric acid for further ATP and GSH
measurements. This acidic suspension was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm
for 15min at 4°C and supernatants were collected, aliquoted, and
stored at −80°C until analysis. The remaining preparation was
centrifuged a final time at 600 g for 10min, and the supernatants
were kept at 4°C until analysis on the automated system.

For 5 g/L time dependent experiments, cells were initially
grown in 1 g/L. Then after washing them two times in PBS,
5 g/L medium was added for 10 min (t10 m), t6 h and t12 h. At
the end of the period, cells were washed again in cold PBS as
described.

FIGURE 2 | Importance and influence of the coefficient of variation (CV%). The dimensionless and unitless coefficient of variation CV% is often preferred to standard
deviation (S) as it is more convenient to describe data spreading regarding a measurement. Indeed, CV%s values are interesting ones as they can be used easily to
compare variations of two or more quantitative datasets. Low CV%s, as compared to high ones, allows detecting significant tiny variations.

CV% � S
M

∗ 100
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Tissue Sample Preparation
Tissue biopsies of gastrocnemius muscle of Sprague Dawley rats
(Charles River) have been originally obtained for another
study. Rat housing, surgical procedures, and assessment of
analgesia have been performed in strict agreement with the
regulations set out in EU laws and approved by local university
ethical and animal care committees. Efforts were made to
minimize animal suffering and to only use the number of
animals necessary to produce reliable scientific data. Animals
were housed in smooth-bottomed plastic cages at 22°C with a
12 h light/dark cycle. Food and water were available ad
libitum. At the end of the study, rats were anesthetized
with isoflurane anesthesia and sacrificed by exsanguination
[complete blood draw (about 1 ml) from the vena cava,
followed by perfusion with phosphate buffered saline].
Gastrocnemius samples were obtained as follows. A 2 cm
incision was performed over the gastrocnemius muscle and
0.5 cm3 segments of muscle tissue were obtained under sterile
conditions. Muscle tissue samples were immediately snap
frozen and stored at −70°C.

Tissue samples from Caenorhabditis elegans were obtained as
follows. The C. elegans strain N2 was obtained from
Caenorhabditis Genetics Center. Worms were cultured on
bacterial lawns containing OP50 bacteria on NGM plates at
20°C according to standard methods (Nass and Hamza, 2007).
For rotenone experiments, NGM plates were pre-coated with
rotenone in DMSO to achieve a concentration of 2 or 4 μM, a
concentration that did not cause any mortality throughout the
course of experiments. After synchronization, a cohort of 1st
larval stage (L1) was obtained. After washing, L1 worms were
then loaded on rotenone-coated plates. After 24 h, worms were
separated, snap frozen then stored at −70°C.

For our retrospective analysis, frozen tissue samples were
weighed prior homogenization using an Ultra-turrax Ika T25
for 30 s in an adequate volume of 20 mM phosphate buffer saline
pH7.4. An aliquot of the suspended material was immediately
collected on 2% metaphosphoric acid for further ATP and GSH
measurements. Samples were then centrifuged at 600 g for 10 min
at 4°C, and the supernatants were kept on wet ice until analysis on
the automated system.

White Blood Cell Preparation
Antecubital human blood draws were performed in one 5 ml
EDTA vacutainer. A volume of blood was then diluted with the
same volume of NaCl 0.9%, (V/V). One volume of this diluted
blood was carefully poured onto one volume of Lymphoprep
(Biovision). After centrifugation at 4,000 rpm 20 min at 20°C,
plasma was discarded, and the lymphocyte layer was transferred
for washing with NaCl 0.9%. After shaking and centrifugation at
600 g for 5 min at + 4°C, supernatant is removed, and cell pellet
was frozen as quickly as possible at −80°C.

Before analysis, the resulting pellet was resuspended in
20 mmol/L phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) then homogenized on
ice in a Bandelin Sonoplus ultrasonic homogenizer for 20 s
at 30% power. An aliquot was immediately collected on 2%
metaphosphoric acid for further ATP and GSH measurements.
This acidic suspension was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for

15 min at 4°C and supernatants were collected, aliquoted,
and stored at −80°C until analysis. The remaining
preparation was centrifuged a final time at 600 g for 10 min,
and the supernatants were kept at 4°C until analysis on the
automated apparatus.

Three blood samples were analyzed. The first one (referred as
normal one) was obtained from a normal volunteer devoided of any
known illnesses (male, aged 23). Two young patients were also
analyzed: One is a 2.5 year-old male patient who was screened for
potential Leigh syndrome (LS) at the age of 7months presenting
muscle hypotonia, ataxia and developmental delay (and already
related to MTND5 mutation). The second one is a 14 year-old
male suffering seizures and myasthenia who was screened for
potential late-onset LS syndrome.

Automate Apparatus
The apparatus, a Roche/Hitachi-ModularP analyzer, normally
dedicated to routine clinical biochemistry, consists in an
automated spectrophotometer that can analyze up to 300 samples,
with continuous loading of five-position sample racks and a
maximum capacity of 800 tests/h. It can perform in parallel a
maximum of 86 different photometric tests. Each programmed
assay can use up to 4 different reagents. First reagents are
dispensed into the cuvette as few as 10 s after the sample. Other
reagents can be dispensed between 1 and 10 min, after the first
one. Absorbance readings are taken every 20 s at a specified
wavelength in a kinetic fashion, allowing very precise reaction
follow-up. Automation allows launching one assay every 6 s.
Thus, a multi-panel of analysis consisting of more than 20
assays may be launched in 2 min time limiting the biological
sample evolution. All measurements are performed on a same
sample at the same time and as all results are given in less than
30 min, it becomes possible with the same apparatus and
reagents to rerun samples, whose results seem unfitting,
without time degradation between series.

These technical specificities give these biochemical assays a
very high reliability and generate small CV% variation
coefficients. The lower the CV, the less variation there is and
the higher the confidence in the results given by this precise test,
so there is no need to iterate the test to ascertain the validity of
results, saving sample volumes and being able to carry out all the
experiments on the same aliquot. With such accuracy, tests panel
can be performed on as few as 3 106 cells or 5–10 mg biopsies.
Last, it is possible to measure in the same series either cell
homogenates, biopsies or tissues homogenates from different
species, nucleated cells and red blood cells hemolysates (one
5 ml vacutainer is sufficient).

Methods
Originally, all the techniques reported below have been developed
and used manually for years, either for patients in the context of
metabolic exploration of innate pathologies in our hospital
clinical biology laboratory, or for our research work. As
manual techniques are largely time consuming, need large
samples volumes and do not preserve material stability, we
were prompted to transfer these techniques to automated
analyzers. To adapt them, we had to modify volume ratios of
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samples and reagent concentrations because of the stringent
mechanical constraints of the Roche apparatus. Total reaction
volume is strictly limited to 250 µL. Sample volume cannot exceed
20 µL. Only two reagents can be used to perform the analysis. The
volume of the first reagent, generally the one that starts the
reaction and measures non-specific reactions, cannot exceed
190 µL. The second one, that brings specificity, is limited to
50 µL. Therefore, to use 20 µL of test sample, it was therefore
necessary to reduce the number of reagents to only two by
making premixes whose stability need to be tested prior any
experiment. Then, the concentrations of the different reagent
components have to be tightly adapted so that the final
concentrations in the reaction medium remained identical to
those of the reagents used manually. Of course, each step of this
process was carefully compared to reference manual technique
results then validated. This process took place during our
30 years of experiences in the field. Quality controls (QC)
(both frozen mix of crude enzymes and tissue homogenates)
were performed during each run of analysis and Levey-Jennings
graphs were used to monitor QC values.

Oxidative Phosphorylation Complexes
Measurements
ETC complexes, coenzyme Q, and cytochrome C transform
energy transduction from respiratory substrates to a proton
motive gradient needed for ATP synthesis (Figure 3). This

pathway is made up of five multi-enzymatic complexes
(complexes I–V) whose function is essential for ATP
production (complex V). All respiratory chain complex
assays were based on methods described by Kramer
(Kramer and Nowak, 1988) and Krakenbuhl (Krähenbühl
et al., 1994; Krähenbühl et al., 1996), both modified to
match our apparatus requirements. The activities of all the
complexes in each sample were normalized by the amount of
protein or referred to citrate synthase activity to allow sample
comparison.

• Complex I activity measurement (NADH dehydrogenase)

Briefly, reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADH)-ubiquinone reductase activity (complex I) was measured
by following the disappearance of NADH using rotenone as a
specific inhibitor to ensure the specificity of the assay.

• Complex II activity measurement (succinate dehydrogenase)

Complex II activity, succinate-ubiquinone reductase, was
assayed through the reduction of 2,6-
dichlorophenolindophenol, a final electron acceptor, after the
addition of succinate.

• Complex III activity measurement (ubiquinone bc1
complex)

FIGURE 3 | Functional energymetabolism: visualization of metabolic cascades. To date, 22 analytes and enzymes, presented on the schema above, aremeasured
in parallel on the platform. GSH and GSSG, ATP, ADP, and AMP are measured by capillary electrophoresis. All CV% of the different techniques are below 5%. HK:
hexokinase; G6PD: glucose 6-P dehydrogenase; 6PGD: 6P-gluconolactone dehydrogenase; PK: pyruvate kinase; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; CS: citrate synthase;
CI to CV: ETC complexes I to V; SOD1: CuZn superoxide dismutase; SOD2: MnSOD; CAT: catalase; GSR: glutathione disulfide reductase; GPX: glutathione
peroxidase; GCS: c-glutamyl cysteinyl synthase; GSS: glutathione synthetase; PK: Pyruvate kinase; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase. GSH: reduced glutathione; GSSG:
oxidized glutathione; MDA:malonedialdehyde. G: glycolysis; PPP: pentose phosphate pathway, TCA: tricarboxylic acid cycle; FA: Fatty acids. Measured enzymes in red;
measured molecules in bold in boxes.
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The activity of complex III, ubiquinone-cytochrome c
reductase, was determined by assaying the rate of reduction of
cytochrome c.

• Complex IV activity measurement (Cytochrome C oxidase)

The cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV) activity was based on
the same assay as for complex III using potassium cyanide to
inhibit the activity of this enzyme.

• Complex V activity measurement (ATP synthase)

Complex V activity was measured according to a method
coupling ADP production to NADH disappearance through the
conversion of phosphoenol-pyruvate into pyruvate then into
lactate (Rustin et al., 1993).

• Citrate synthase (CS) activity measurement

The activity of CS was assayed as described previously (Itoh
and Srere, 1970) with the reduction of DTNB caused by the de-
acetylation of acetyl-CoA.

• Evaluation of the energetic capability

ATP/ADP/AMP cellular levels were assessed by capillary
electrophoresis after protein precipitation with 2% PCA
(Uhrová et al., 1996; Markuszewski et al., 2003). Two
calculations can then be derived:

- Adenylate energy charge (AEC) is a measure of disposable
energy at a given moment in the cell. AEC � [(ATP)+1/
2(ADP)]/[(ATP)+(ADP)+(AMP)].

- Total adenine nucleotides (TAN) evaluation gives an idea of
the pool of adenine nucleotide available in the cell. TAN �
AMP + ADP + ATP

• Assessment of anaerobic glycolysis

When mitochondria cannot supply sufficient ATP for cell
metabolism, anaerobic glycolysis is activated. We therefore see in
the activation of anaerobic glycolysis an indirect proof of
mitochondrial dysfunction. G6PD catalyzes the production of
ATP in anaerobic conditions using glucose as substrate and
generating lactate. It was assayed as described by Beutler
(Beutler and Mitchell, 1968).

OS Pathway Measurements
To study the reduction of O2 into water, we measured the
activities of each of the main antioxidant enzymes and
antioxidant compounds in this pathway (Figure 3). When the
superoxide anion is produced, this highly toxic entity must be
quickly detoxified. Superoxide dismutases (SOD) will reduce it
into hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), an even more oxidizing entity
than superoxide anion itself that will be even more toxic. Thus, it
is mandatory to combine SOD measurement with the
quantification of the activities of the two enzymes [glutathione

peroxidase (GPX) and catalase (CAT)] able to reduce H2O2 into a
non-toxic molecule, namely water. As GPX need glutathione,
oxidized (GSSG) and reduced glutathione (GSH) must be
quantified to evaluate if GSH is in sufficient amount to allow
H2O2 reduction. As GSH is either produced through glutamate-
cysteine ligase (GCS) and glutathione synthetase (GSS) synthesis
pathway or reduced from GSSG by NADPH-dependent
glutathione reductase (GSR), these three enzymes must be
quantified. In addition, as NADPH is mandatory for
glutathione reduction, Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
(G6PD) activity is required. Last, to evaluate if antioxidant
defense is efficient, and because lipid peroxidation is the OS
primary target, the measurement of a specific marker like
malonedialdehyde (MDA) is required.

• Assessment of superoxide radical reduction

To study O2 reduction to H2O2, cytosolic SOD (Cu/Zn-SOD,
SOD1) and mitochondrial SOD (Mn-SOD, SOD2) activities were
both measured. Using a slightly modified protocol based on the
method developed by McCord and Fridovich (McCord and
Fridovich, 1969; Huet et al., 2011), total SOD was measured at
pH7.8 and SOD1 was measured at pH10.2. SOD2 activity was
calculated as the difference between total SOD and SOD1 activities.

• Assessment of H2O2 reduction

H2O2 is reduced to water mainly by the glutathione antioxidant
pathway. GPX activity was measured using a method based on the
one developed by Paglia and Valentine (Paglia and Valentine,
1967). CAT activation being another mode of H2O2 removal, CAT
activity was measured using derived method from the one
developed by Johansson (Johansson and Håkan Borg, 1988).

• Assessment of the Glutathione antioxidant pathway

This pathway includes the antioxidant enzymes GPX, GSR,
G6PD, and non-enzymatic antioxidant compounds such as
reduced and oxidized glutathione (GSH and GSSG).

GSR and G6PD activities were estimated as already described
by Beutler (Beutler and Mitchell, 1968). Glutathione synthesis
was estimated by measuring the activity of GCS and GSS as
described previously (Huang et al., 1993).

GSH and GSSG concentrations were assayed by capillary zone
electrophoresis after protein precipitation with 2% PCA (Muscari
et al., 1998; Serru et al., 2001). Total glutathione is calculated as
the sum of GSH plus GSSG.

• Lipid peroxidation assay

MDA concentration was measured by spectrofluorometry as
previously described (Conti et al., 1991). Briefly, the sample was
treated with diethylthiobarbituric acid (DETBA) and the
fluorescent compound was then extracted with butanol and
determined by synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy. MDA
in each sample was also normalized with total proteins
assayed by the method of Bradford (Bradford, 1976).
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Other Measurements
• Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity measurement

The activity of LDH was determined using the Cobas
commercial LDHI2 kit (Roche). This spectrophotometric
method, based on the rate of the NADH formation that is
directly proportional to the catalytic LDH activity, is derived
from the formulation recommended by the IFCC (Schumann
et al., 2002) and was optimized for performance and stability on
Roche apparatus.

• Pyruvate kinase (PK) activity measurement

Pyruvate kinase activity was assayed spectrophotometrically
using a derived method measuring the decrease in absorbance at
340 nm using a coupled system with LDH and NADH as
described previously (Carbonell et al., 1973). After stabilization
between homogenates and reagents, phosphoenolpyruvate is
used as the starting reagent.

• Lactate measurement

Lactate concentration was measured using the Cobas
commercial LACT2 kit. Briefly, L-lactate is oxidized to
pyruvate by the specific enzyme lactate oxidase (LOD).

FIGURE 4 | Comparative analysis of three prostate cell lines. (A): Figure 4A depicts results of the three cell lines (mean of five different experiments) in conventional
box plots showing mean and standard deviation. PNT1A cells are in black bars, VCaP in grey and PC3 in white ones. Upper figure: AMP, ADP, and ATP are plot to right
axis while all other parameters refer to left one. Lower figure: GSH, GSSG, MDA, and LAC are plot to right axis while all other parameters refer to left one. (B): Radar graph
depicting the metabolic results of the three cell lines (prostate PNT1A, blue line, normal control as 100%; VCaP cells, red line and PC3 cells, green line). Each point
represents the mean of 5 independent experiments. All enzyme results are expressed in UI/g protein, lactate, glutathione and MDA respectively in mmol, μmol, nmol/g
protein. The scale on the radar graph represents % of variations versus control. TAN: total adenylate (ATP + ADP + AMP), AEC: adenylate energy charge (ATP+1/
2ADP)/TAN.
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Peroxidase (POD) is used to generate a colored dye using the
hydrogen peroxide generated in the first reaction (Trinder, 1969).

As mentioned in Figure 2, low CV% are mandatory to compare
enzymatic activities. Analysis of the intra-assay variability of the ETC/
OS panel tests was performed (the same cell extract was measured
20 times in the same experiment). For the 22 parameters, intra-assay
CV% vary from 2,7 to 5,5% (data not shown). Inter-assay variability
(the same cell extract was frozen, kept at −80°C and was thawed then
analyzed 10 more times in 10 different experiments) of all the tests of
the ETC/OS panel varies from 3,5 to 7,7%, which is quite acceptable
for inter-assay measurements (data not shown). Once validated, tests
can be used to characterize cell lines.

Data Analysis
All experiment data were processed by GraphPad Prism 8.3
software. The results were shown as median ± SD or SEM.
Non-parametric tests were used in all different groups, and
p < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant (Snedecor
and Cochran, 1967).

RESULTS

Combined analysis of ETC and OS supposed to quantify the
different elements represented in Figure 3. Additionally, to ETC
and OS pathways, a glance at glycolysis is made through PK,
LDH, and lactate measurements. Except GSH/GSSG, ATP, and
MDA, every analysis has been performed on the same sample and
in parallel on the Roche automated apparatus.

Cell (or Tissue) Metabolism Comparison
As an example, and because our research mainly focuses on
prostate cancer evolution, ETC/OS panel was firstly performed on
three well-known prostate cell lines, namely PNT1A, VCaP and
PC3 cells. Figure 4A depicts results of the three cell lines in
conventional bar graphs showing standard deviation. While less
informative in term of true quantitative results, radar panel is
more convenient than bar graphs as it allows immediate
comparison of different cultured cells at their metabolism
level. Therefore, using that graphic representation, it becomes
easy to compare a control cell line (here, the normal prostate
PNT1A cells) to its cancer neighbors (VCaP and PC3 cells)
(Figure 4B). When normalized with sample protein content,
and compared to PNT1A, VCaP and PC3 cells undergo a very
significant increase in ETC complex V activity (p < 0.001) while
other I to IV complex activities remain stable or slightly decreased
(CIII and CIV activities in PC3 cells). This increase in ATP
synthase activity leads to significant ATP increase in VCaP cells
(p < 0.001) while ATP is only very slightly increased in PC3 cells
(not significant). A very interesting finding is the dramatic AMP
increase both VCaP and PC3 cells experienced (p < 0.0001)
indicating that adenosine metabolism is likely to be crucial in CaP
progression. Adenylate kinase that directs adenosine
phosphorylation into AMP (the substrate of the central
metabolic regulator AMP kinase) has been shown to be
important in cancer cells capability to rewire bioenergetics and
metabolic signaling circuits to fuel their uncontrolled proliferation
and metastasis (Klepinin et al., 2020). As adenylate energy charge
(AEC) is decreased in both cells, it is tempting to speculate AMPK
is certainly activated in these cells to restore AEC when
intracellular levels of ATP drop down (Iommarini et al., 2017).
When activated, AMPK promotes catabolic processes and
mitochondrial biogenesis. In both VCaP and PC3 cells, it seems
that mitogenesis is likely to be increased (more importantly in VCaP
than in PC3 cells) as citrate synthase activity, a constitutive enzyme of
themitochondrialmatrix and a validatedmarker of themitochondrial
content (Vigelsø et al., 2014), appears to be increased. Interestingly,
these cells do not enter a glycolytic process to restore ATP production
as PK and LDH activities remain stable without production of
increasing amounts of lactate.

FIGURE 5 | Comparative analysis of the effect of glucose on cell
metabolism. (A) Three different glucose concentrations were tested at t12h (1
g/L blue line, normal control as 100%; 2.5 g/L green line; 5 g/L red line) in a cell
line model (prostate PNT1A cells). Each point represents the mean of 5
independent experiments. (B) A unique dose of 5 g/L glucose was tested at 3
different times t10m (blue line, normal control as 100% obtained with 10 min
contact of cells with 5 g/L medium), t6h (green line) and t12h (red line) in a cell
line model (prostate PNT1A cells). Each point represents the mean of 5
independent experiments.
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Concerning OS, it is interesting to notice that both VCaP and
PC3 undergo an important oxidative stress as all antioxidant
enzymes activities are increased (SOD2 and CAT, p < 0.0001;
SOD1 and GPX, p < 0,001 when compared to PNT1A) leading to
lipid peroxidation in VCaP cells (MDA concentration increases).
Stress seems to be largely mitochondrial as higher SOD2 activity
than SOD1 can be found in both cells. In the meantime, GSR
reductase activity increases to refill GSH and GSH synthesis is
also induced (GCS activity increases).

Drug Effect on Energy Metabolism
With such test panel, it is also possible to easily compare drug
concentrations respective effects. Here, we use glucose as a well-
known toxicant for cells at high concentrations. It is recognized

that high glucose concentration can generate OS and
induce mitochondrial dysfunction (Blake and Trounce, 2014;
Liemburg-Apers et al., 2015) and is responsible of well-
described oxidation particularly in many organs (kidney,
vessels, eyes, heart, brain) (Forbes and Cooper, 2013). Glucose
effect on cells remains an interesting issue as a major nutriment,
its role in the context of tumor cells is still a matter of debate
(Kamarajugadda et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2012).

As shown in Figure 5A, three glucose concentrations varying
from 1 g/L (the normal one) to 5 g/L (the classical glucose
concentration of the universally used DMEM medium for
cell culture) were tested for 12 h on PNT1A cells. The
highest glucose concentration decreases ETC (complex II, III,
and IV activities) with a drop in ATP synthesis (about 30%) that
try to be compensated by a large increase in complex V activity
(+ 150%). It is interesting to notice that in cells under 2,5 g/L
glucose, ETC remains unchanged when compared to control
while ATP is already decreased. TAN in these cells is conserved
as ADP concentration largely increases. High glucose generates
also an important OS, mainly of mitochondrial origin (while
SOD1 activity remained unchanged, an increased in SOD2 was
observed). This OS induces an important GSH depletion and a
dramatic increase in GSSG at 5 g/L. To efficiently reduce GSSG,
GSR reducing activity increases slightly. In parallel, to fill in
GSH, GSH production also increases (GCS activity largely
increases). It is interesting to notice that up to 2,5 g/L, OS
can be controlled by antioxidant defenses (while GSH refilling is
already in process, GSH is still in sufficient amount).
Additionally, as one would expect, large glucose moiety
generates through glycolysis important amounts of pyruvate.
This neosynthesized pyruvate will be transformed into lactate
(lactate concentrations are increased) rather than being used in
the TCA cycle.

FIGURE 6 | Comparative analysis of the effect of rotenone on cell
metabolism. (A)-Rotenone-induced complex I dysfunction in PNT1A cells
(blue line, control � 100%; green line, + rotenone 5 nM; red line, + rotenone 50
nM). (B)-Rotenone effect in an animal model (Caenorhabditis elegans)
(blue line, control � 100%; green line, + rotenone 50 nM; red line, + rotenone
100 nM).

FIGURE 7 | Comparative analysis of the effect of complex I deficiency.
After blood draw and further white blood cells careful separation, white blood
cells of patients were compared (normal patient as control, blue line, control �
100%; green line, patient 1; red line, patient 2).
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Glucose behaves as a global toxicant as it unbalances normal
metabolism at different levels (it modulates energy production,
but it also generates an important OS). We have also tested
rotenone, a well-known specific inhibitor of ETC complex I. As
already shown for glucose, the use of a specific drug, like
rotenone, not only generates dysfunction of the rotenone
target enzymes but also modifies cell metabolism
(Figure 6A). As a clear resultant of rotenone action,
complex I activity largely drops down. Consequently, ATP
production decreases and ATP precursors (ADP, AMP)
accumulate leading to an unchanged TAN. It is interesting to
observe that one of the side effects of rotenone is an important
generation of GSSG, a drop in GSH content and further MDA
increase suggesting an associated OS could occur. This OS is
likely to be a consequence of the mitochondrial electron leaking
as a slight SOD2 increase is also present. A partial GPX
inhibition is also observed, contributing to OS settlement.
An increase in NADPH synthesis occurs (G6PD activity
increases) to unlimit GSR reductive capabilities to replenish
the GSH pool that is consumed to counterfight OS.
Interestingly, as ETC complex I dysfunctions, pyruvate do
not enter mitochondria for TCA then OXPHOS but is
transformed by LDH into lactate.

This puzzling effect of rotenone can be evidenced not only on
cultured cells but also can be confirmed in animal models as all
animals share the same enzymes (with slight modifications of Km
and Vmax values as shown in the Brenda database (https://www.
brenda-enzymes.org/). The same drop in Caenorhabditis Elegans
ETC complex I activity can be observed (Figure 6B), contributing to
lower ATP synthesis. As for cultured cells, ETC dysfunction also
generates OS in animals that seems to be more of cytosolic origin

(SOD1 increase rather than SOD2). A same drop in GSH related
either to GSH expenditure (GSH synthesis is decreased) or decreased
NADPH synthesis (a significant drop in G6PD activity is observed)
can be evidenced. In vivo, GPX inhibition does not appear. Likewise,
an increase in glycolysis (increased PK activity) with endpoint lactate
production can be evidenced.

After white blood cell isolation, the test panel can be also used to
evidence complex I dysfunction in human patients (Figure 7). As
compared to a normal control patient, patient 2 displays an
important drop in complex I activity leading to a defect in ATP
synthesis. Interestingly, he also shows a reactive increase in complex
III and IV activities suggesting that ETC electron flux is activated
through complex II. As for the rotenone-induced effect, GSH
content is also decreased with related GSSG increase, certainly
due to ETC dysfunction associated OS. Patient 1 who was
addressed for potential complex I dysfunction displays a rather
normal pattern. These results on human samples confirm those
observed when complex I inhibition occurs either in vitro or in vivo.
Interestingly, Patient 1 undergoes a global increase of ETC activity
leading to increasing ATP production. This increased in OXPHOS is
associated with an increased glycolysis (PK activity rises). More
pyruvate is produced but most of this pyruvate enters mitochondria
(lactate concentration is largely decreased).

Time-Dependent Changes of Energy
Metabolism
Static data aside, it is also possible to iterate quantifications and
observe metabolic dynamic changes, low CV% allowing to
unravel slight modifications. When compared at three
different times the treated cell line (Figure 5B), it becomes

FIGURE 8 | Comparative analysis of functional metabolic activities of rat muscles. Two series of old (n � 16) and young (n � 14) were metabolically analyzed. A red
white green 3-color diverging scale heat map (with high values getting the red color and low values getting the green ones) was used to represent the results.
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possible to observe the progressive effect of high glucose
concentrations on cell metabolism. Figure 5B depicts time
effect of 5 g/L glucose concentrations on ETC/OS metabolisms.
ETC complex I and III activities remain stable at t6 h while
complexes II and IV are largely decreased at t12 h. Important
complex V activation already appears at t6 h (mitochondrial OS
seems an early event as at t6 h SOD2 activity is also increased).
Interestingly, the observed but unexplained t12 h SOD1 and GPX
decrease are already present at t6 h. Glutathione reductase and
synthase activities are prematurely induced at t6 h. GSR was
slightly increased (about 10%). Interestingly, a 40% increase in
GCS occurs to efficiently counterbalance the beginning GSH
depletion. Finally, redistribution of pyruvate through LDH
pathway seems to be an early event since lactate begins to be
largely produced at t6 h.

Large Scale Analysis of Energy Metabolism
Automation allows the combined analysis of a series of cell
metabolism markers. As we used analyzers normally devoted
to human sample analysis, their high throughput performance
allows us to analyze such large panel in parallel with number of
different samples. Figure 8 depicts the results that can be
obtained on rat tissues (here, gastrocnemius muscle tissue
samples). As all the different muscle extracts are launch
altogether on the machine, no batch effect can be observed
as all the reagents are identical during the time course of the
different tests. As they are kept on the machine at low
temperature, neither reagent modification nor degradation
can be observed. Two adult rat groups were analyzed: the
first one comprised 16 elder rats (mean age 1,76 years) and the
second 14 younger adult ones (mean age 0,92 years). Careful
analysis of results shows that muscles from old and young rats
largely differ from young ones in term of metabolism (except
for GSR activity and GSSG content where no significant
difference can be evidenced, all other metabolic markers
statistically differ between the two groups with p values
ranging from p < 0.0001 (CI) to p < 0,05 (CS, SOD2, GPX,
MDA). Heat map show that globally elder rat’s muscles display
lower ETC and higher OS than younger ones where we
observed the exact opposite with high ETC and low
corresponding OS. In elder rats, OS induces increasing
antioxidant enzymes. SOD1 and SOD2 are both elevated
indicating the existence of a mixed cytosolic/mitochondrial
OS. GPX and CAT are also increased generating an important
GSH depletion. As GSH is not sufficient to counterbalance OS,
GSSG increases and peroxidation occurs (except for young rat
13, the highest MDA concentrations are all found in elder
rats). As no batch effect can be evidenced in the different
series, the heat map allows at a glance to discriminate outliers
from the general population: elder rat 1 can be seen
immediately as an outlier in his own group as well as
younger rat 13 in the youngest one. Unfortunately, no clear
explanations could account for these discrepancies. These
results are in accordance with what has been already
published. Altered mitochondrial function has been linked
to aging-related declines in performance (Short et al., 2005)
and was more recently related to mitochondrial proton and

electron leaking that will have a very detrimental effect on
coupling efficiency (Treberg et al., 2018).

DISCUSSION

The human body comprises about 40 trillion cells, each one
containing up to 6 billion proteins—the entire system being in
continual change to adapt to either internal or external changing
conditions (Moseley, 2013; Noack and Wiechert, 2014). It is well
acknowledged that slight cell modifications could easily impair
protein expression or activity levels thus altering global system
metabolic performances leading into diseases. Moreover, some
drugs affect cell function in an acute way while others may lead to
cell dysfunction in a continuous manner leading with time to
chronic diseases. This is particularly true for mitochondrial
diseases as slight mitochondrial alteration could lead to global
cellular dysfunction. To overcome limitations of conventional
explorations, combination of multiple technologies is mandatory.
Data aggregation of combined omics technologies may represent
an elegant way to solve the problem. However, in most studies,
static quantities of one biomolecules class (DNA, RNA, proteins,
metabolites) are measured but do not preclude on system
functionality. Transcriptomics allows semi-quantitative
determination of transcripts but does not give any information
on their translatability. As post-transcriptional and post-
translational modifications are highly regulated, no
information regarding protein synthesis and activity could
then be derived. It holds true for proteomics that allows
quantification of large number of proteins but does not
preclude on their functionality. Indeed, proteins displaying
activity (such as enzymes) can be present in a relative amount,
but no one knows whether it has been activated and able to work.
Measuring metabolites using metabolomics allows visualizing
metabolic chains with intermediate and/or end-products but
does not give any information on functionality of cascade
enzymes. To bypass such limitations, monitoring temporal
changes of any molecules in the body is interesting. However,
either newly synthetized products or clearance level of already
existing ones need to be observed. For that purpose, fluxomics
have been developed using stable isotopes in kinetics studies
(Kohlstedt et al., 2010) allowing determination of metabolites
intracellular flux (Claydon and Beynon, 2012; Previs and Kelley,
2015). Nevertheless, as it is very expensive and heavy to process,
isotope use has been limited.

One alternative way to address a dynamic issue should be
sampling at different times. However, even if measurement
iterations are performed, it presumes that quantitative
measurement techniques are sufficiently precise and
reproducible to be able to compare results in a dynamic
fashion. For quantification, overall variance of biological
measurement can be deconvoluted into specific variances due
to either nature of sample that would be studied or methods that
would be used to perform quantification (Figure 1). Living
material is notoriously variable and most variations are
unpredictable. Thus, the experimenter has only little to no
control on them. For example, it remains tricky to separate
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viable from non-viable cells in cell culture dish as it is also largely
problematic to evidence exact percentage of tumor versus normal
cells in a tissue, but efforts can be made to lower these errors
which may impair further interpretation. Pre-analytical and
analytical phases are also very significant. As an important
source of variability that can be controlled (Nunnally et al.,
2008), both must be correctly mastered. It is commonly
admitted that processing any measurement with bad starting
sample will undoubtedly generate awful results. Many studies
have evidenced, more notably in the field of clinical biology as
biological results have direct impact on patient’s handling, that
most of errors are found outside the analytical phase. Moreover,
pre-analytical steps have been found to be the most vulnerable to
risk of error. To limit their impact, recent technical
recommendations regarding sampling, storage, transport and
identification have been developed by consensus organizations
(Lippi et al., 2015).

In industrial health research, whereas relative quantification
may lead to meaningful results during early stages of drug
development, transfer to clinical biology must be considered as
a major goal as it represents a validation of its usefulness. Clinical
biology criteria in terms of accuracy and precision, are largely
more stringent than research criteria. As high CV%s tests display
low power to detect small-scale differences (Figure 2), low CV%
tests are generally preferred as they can significantly detect very
small variations. Generally, the only way to compensate and
increase high CV% techniques relies in increasing replicates
number thus increasing starting material. Using tests with the
least inherent variability will induce the least replication and thus
will be the less material consumer thus the most cost-effective.
Indeed, due to high precision level, experiments can be performed
only once for each sample like what is routinely done for
biomarkers in patient’s blood samples. Such procedure saves
sample volumes and allows carrying out a great number of
experiments on the same plasma aliquot.

Using our new platform, we have primarily focused on
mitochondrial function and oxidative stress that are
commonly linked together. Indeed, catalytic dysfunctions in
mitochondrial ETC and/or OS pathways that lead to
bioenergetics defects have been reported in large number of
species (from unicellular to multicellular eukaryotes, from
vegetal to animal) (Schwarzländer and Finkemeier, 2013; Song
et al., 2016). In mammals, whereas OS seems ubiquitously
distributed, ETC dysfunction is frequently observed in
specialized tissues. As compound evaluation can be performed
either in preclinical or clinical stages, development of versatile
diagnostic assays usable either on a large subset of cells and/or
tissues or on a variety of living species (from yeast to humans) is
strongly mandatory. Traditional quantification methods either
for ETC or OS are usually labor-intensive and time-consuming
because it is still largely manual. Thus, they are only available in a
small number of very specialized laboratories able to extract with
appropriate means mitochondria from whole cells. Most of
conventional techniques lack analytical performances,
especially precision, with intra- and inter-CV% largely above
10%, impairing detection of tiny variations that are very common
in chronic illnesses. Traditionally, measurement of a large panel

of markers requires the use of a large range of different
techniques. It also requires measuring parameters successively
and never in parallel, generating an unavoidable degradation of
starting material.

The use of a random-access analyzer for automated analysis of
mitochondrial enzymes is not new as it was originally described
in cultured skin fibroblasts by Williams et al. (1998) and later
extended to the four complexes of the respiratory chain (Kramer
et al., 2005). Such automated method was faster to perform, less
expensive, and required less than one half of the sample material
needed for traditional manual methods. Moreover, as
multiparametric analyzers are now able to quantify in parallel
up to 40 different biomarkers, it becomes possible on a unique
sample to uncover different metabolic parts of the cellular
machinery.

When applied to cell lines, as cellular enzymes work together,
it becomes possible to evaluate the relative importance of each
metabolic cascade. At the light of our results, it is tempting to
postulate that, when compared to PNT1A normal prostate cells,
both VCaP and PC3 prostate cancer cells undergo OS but this OS
is still well controlled (limited lipid peroxidation) by increased
global antioxidant defense. This strong capability of CaP cells to
efficiently fight OS is certainly a cardinal feature that allows them
to resist to conventional prooxidative chemotherapy. It is also
possible to evaluate the influence of a metabolite (like glucose in
Figures 5A,B) or a drug on cell metabolism (like rotenone in
Figures 6A,B). The use of reliable techniques allows comparison
between cell lines and evidence that cells behave differently under
treatment (Figures 5, 6). It is also interesting to notice that a well-
known ETC complex I inhibitor can have effects not only on
complex I but also on other parts of metabolism (it decreases ATP
production but, for yet unknown reasons, it lowers also GPX
activity) (Figure 6A). When applied in vivo to specific tissues or
whole animal, (Figure 6B), it allows to understand the impact a
compound may have on cell metabolism and how the cell will
react to its presence. Such results are largely complementary to
omics data. Identifying transcripts, metabolites or protein do not
preclude whether the system is functional or not. The ability to
measure enzyme activities gives invaluable information not only
on protein amount but also on protein functionality. Looking at
the results, the enzyme is present in a given amount but also is
more or less active. Combining this enzyme activity with others in
the same cellular metabolic pathway allows getting an insight on
the overall functionality of this pathway. In addition, measuring,
in parallel on the same starting material, different parameters
allow the establishment of ratios (as enzyme activity ratios).
Because CV% of each enzymatic technique is below 5%, it
becomes possible to compare these ratios. As it is also possible
to very precisely measure protein sample concentration in the
same set of measurements, all the quantitative tests can be
reported to this content and can be compared together. Using
such ratios may have an importance to unravel complex
metabolism features. As an example, looking at OS cellular
effects creates the thought that an observed SOD increase may
certainly have a cellular benefit as it reflects a positive cell
response. Nevertheless, as superoxide anion detoxification
leads to detrimental H2O2 production, a parallel increase in
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GPX activity is mandatory to reduce H2O2. Thus, a stable GPX/
SOD ratio may reflect an efficient cellular response while a
decreased one may indicate a decrease in H2O2 reducing
power that will certainly have deleterious consequences such
as cellular peroxidation of multiple cellular elements. This
peroxidation can lead to read-outs modification such as
increased GSH consumption and/or potential MDA increase.
Indeed, the use of tests panel rather than a single test in such
complex metabolic cascades greatly increases both analysis
quality and interpretation fineness. Thus, performing in
parallel several panels of tests uncovering multiple metabolic
pathways will definitely pave the way to metabolic integration.

At the scale of a multi-person study on the effect of a
compound, it becomes possible to perform enzyme
measurements on tissues from a large set of individuals and
easily detect outliers that behave differently (Figure 8). Because of
the very low CV% techniques, aside comparison of drug effect on
cell or organ tissue behavior, it can also be used to evaluate dose
effects on whole animal (Figure 6B), or time-dependent drug
effects on human cells (Figure 5B), measuring effects not only in
a static but also in a dynamic fashion. In the latter case, if a time-
dependent experiment can be designed, all samples are analyzed
in parallel on the same apparatus at the same time with the same
reagents and technical constraints, hereby limiting possible
drawbacks (batch effect).

To increase results reliability and comparability between cell
culture, animal testing or human follow-up, from preclinical
studies to clinical ones, it seems essential to perform tests
using the same technologies. Metabolites and enzyme activities
measurements are strong biomarker candidates as they
encompass species differences. Indeed, as shown in our
example studies, enzyme activities behave globally similarly
either in Caenorhabditis Elegans and rat tissues or in human
white blood cells.

In the chemical toxicity testing field, new efficient and
reliable methodologies are strongly required by regulatory
agencies. By its versatility (from cultured cells and small
animals to humans with the same analytical performances),
its high precision and robustness, its high throughput
capabilities (some analyzers may launch from 2,000 to 4,000
tests/h), our platform fulfill some of the NAMs requested
features. As it may be expanded to different central cellular
metabolisms (parallel implementation on the platform of other
metabolisms, i.e., glycolysis, TCA cycle, fatty acids degradation,

ketogenesis), it can give very precise information regarding the
effect a compound may have on global cellular metabolism and
bioenergetics. As an example, in humans, compound dose- or
time-dependent effects can be observed either on circulating
cells (white or red blood cells depending on the need of an
OXPHOS activity evaluation) or specific tissue biopsies with
the same accuracy.

CONCLUSION

Assessing global functional metabolic behavior earlier and more
comprehensively in drug development process will help avoid
costly late-stage attrition, and more importantly, will improve
drug safety. As more novel drugs, heading for restoring
congruous cell, tissue or organ equilibrium in every disease
that is metabolic in nature, are supposed to be developed in
the future, the probability of concomitant mitochondrial and
cytoplasmic metabolic pathways dysfunctions will largely
increase. Because most of the defects are likely to be insidious,
they will necessitate more sensitive, frequent and dynamic
evaluation of complexes functionalities.

As complementary to classical “omics” studies, the use of
multi-parametric equipment able to measure several markers in
parallel with high precision, without any bias due to either inter-
experiments variability or sample degradation, is certainly an
interesting opportunity to evaluate compound impact along the
different phases of its development. By its unique characteristics,
its versatility (working from early pre-clinical to late clinical
phases), its development capabilities, such platform will
certainly help strategic decisions regarding subsequent drug
testing or development.
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